
OTTOMAN GASLIFT BED
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Minimum No.of people
recommended to assemble
this product:
Approx assembly time: 11/2

hours,

HELPFUL ADVICE PRIOR TO ASSEMBLING THE BED
1) Owing to the size and weight of the bed, we recommend that it is assenbled by two
adults, on a flat surface, in the room that it is intended for. ..
2) Please do not use any tools other than those provided or recommended in these
instructions.
3) Please do not discard any packaging until you have checked that you have all the
parts and fittings. Keep all fittings out of reach of children.
4) The lift up action maybe a little stiff at first, but will ease after use.
5) Assemble all parts loosely until advised to tighten. Depending on use, it maybe
necessary to tighten the fittings from time to time, so please save your alien key and
spanner that has been provided.

WARNINGS
1) Please ensure children do not play in the storage area or try to lift up the metal
frame.
2) Once assembled, put mattress on frame before pushing it down and only lift un or
push down the metal frame with mattress on top.
3) Please do not stand on the storage base at any time.
Do not throw away any of the packing or the instruction book until you have checked
all the components and fittings and the furniture is fully assembled.
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Components parts and fittings contained in the box
Please sort sll parts before you begin to assemble the item. This to make sure you always use the corred part

Fittings

A 8PCS-Bolt M8*40mm 16PCS-Bolt M6*30mm (C) 6PCS-Bolt M6*45mm

ft

2PCS-FLANGE NUT 6PCS-NUT 8PCS-FLAT WASHER

22PCS-FLAT WASHER 8PCS-SPRING WASHER T) 1PC-ALLEN KEY 5MM

1PC-ALLEN KEY 4MM 1PC-SPANNER

Parts

Hazard Warning!
Keep small components out of the reach of children

T) IPC-Headboard [2) IPC-Footboard 2)2PCS-Side Rail With Lift
Up Mechanism

Headboard end

Footboard end

A) IPC-Metal Frame Base b) IPC-Bed Board f6)4PCS-Metal Corner Bracket
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ASSEMBLY STEP 1) Fix the siderails(3) to the headboard(l) and
footboard(2) using(F),(H) and(A) as shown,
Tighten the bolts using the alien key(l).
2) Fix the metal corner bracket(6) using (G)
and (B) as shown, Tighten the bolts using the
alien key(J). (Make sure the bed is assembled
square)
3) Insert(D) to lift up mechanisms as shown,
Tighten the nut using the spanner(K).
4) Place bed board(5) on the bottom of the bed
as shown.
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5) Fix the metal frame base(4) to the lift up
mechanisms using(E),(G) and(C) as shown.
Tighten the fitting using the alien key(J) and
spanner(K).
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